School on Quantum Information Theory and Thermodynamics at the
Nanoscale 24 – 28 February, Al Hoceima
Workshop on Quantum Information Theory and Thermodynamics at the
Nanoscale 2 – 6 March, Al Hoceima
Venue:
The School and Workshop take place at the Hotel Mercure in the center of the city of Al
Hoceima:
https://www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-9676-hotel-mercure-quemadoresort/index.shtml.

Airports:
The city is served by the Cherif Al Idrissi Airport.(AHU)
There are direct flights to this airport from Rotterdam, in the Netherlands operated by
Transavia. The city can be reached by taxis from the airport (15 Km).
Non direct flights, with one stop at the Casablanca International airport (CMN)or Tangier Ibn
Battouta airport, are also easy to find.
Nador International airport.(NDR), with direct flights from essentially Belgium, France,
Germany, Netherlands and Spain, is located at some 130 Km from Al Hoceima. Bus
pickups will be organized for the participants on some specific dates (further details will
be given later).
Taxis:
In all Moroccan cities there are two types of taxis: Grand taxi (white in general) and petit
(small) taxis which are colored and the color differs from one city to the other; in Al
Hoceima small taxis are blue. Small taxis are allowed to transfer people inside the city
and cannot leave the city. They can carry up to 3 passengers. You can pick up a free taxi
by calling it on the road or from the taxis stations. The fares are in general reasonable
and are indicated by the counter inside the taxi and depend on the distance travelled
and the time taken for the travel. Taxis remain perhaps the best way to move inside Al
Hoceima.
Grand taxis, can be used for travels between different cities. They can take up to 6
passengers from the reserved taxi stations; the fares depend on the distance travelled.
Car rental:
Car rental agencies are available in all major airports in Morocco and there are national
as well as international companies at the arrival terminals. Car rental is an option to
consider if you are coming in small groups (but it is advised to use a GPS system to help
you find your way).

